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CHARACTERIZING THE INDIA ASAT DEBRIS EVOLUTION USING 
DIVERSE, COMPLEMENTARY TOOLS 

Daniel L. Oltrogge,* T.S. Kelso,† and Timothy Carrico‡ 

This paper details the types of spacecraft fragmentation and subsequent debris 
cloud evolution models in use today, using the recent India ASAT intercept as a 
sample case to model the kinetic engagement, build representative scenarios of 
the resulting debris cloud, and further characterize the likelihood of a debris frag-
ment being present anywhere in three-dimensional space as a function of time.  
From such characterizations, additional derived data may be obtained, including 
an assessment of the “top 25” active satellites placed at highest temporal risk of 
secondary collision with debris fragments, the orbital lifetime expected for the 
fragment population, and the subsequently-affected orbital regimes. 

INTRODUCTION 

The recent India ASAT intercept is a poignant reminder of the need for tools to model a kinetic 
engagement, build representative scenarios of the resulting debris cloud, and further characterize 
the likelihood of a fragment being present anywhere in three-dimensional space as a function of 
time.  From these characterizations, additional derived data can be obtained, including an assess-
ment of the “top 25” active satellites placed at highest temporal risk of secondary collision with 
debris fragments, the orbital lifetime expected for the fragment population, and the affected orbital 
regimes. 

In this paper, the India ASAT scenario is used as a good case study for employing an end-to-
end sequence of using such models. We will first describe the latest information and statistics we 
know of the India ASAT event and early forensics done to identify the ASAT’s likely target. 

We will then show how a number of tools portrayed this event, beginning with the CelesTrak 
visualization tool, followed by AGI’s Systems Tool Kit (STK) to reconstruct an engagement, two 
discrete fragment evolution models (DEBBIE and DSTAT), and finally a debris cloud likelihood 
assessment tool (DREAD).  These three models all interface with Systems Tool Kit (STK) for anal-
ysis, propagation, and post-fragmentation visualization.  

INDIA ANTI-SATELLITE (ASAT) TEST, TIMELINE AND INFERRED SCENARIO 

On 2019 Mar 27, India's prime minister, Narendra Modi, announced that India "had successfully 
carried out its first-ever anti-satellite test." 1 He reported that the test, codenamed Mission Shakti, 
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had destroyed a target satellite at an altitude of 300 km in low-Earth orbit (LEO). No details were 
provided as to the satellite targeted or the time and date of the test. 

Working under the assumption that the test would be conducted on an Indian satellite--to avoid 
additional international tension--and that it would likely still be under operational control--to ensure 
a well-tracked and stable target--the most obvious candidate was the MICROSAT-R satellite, 
which was in a 260 x 282 km, 96.6-deg inclination orbit. MICROSAT-R had been launched 2019 
Jan 24 from Satish Dhawan Space Center on a Polar Satellite Launch Vehicle (PSLV). 

A search for navigation warnings that might be associated with the test revealed India had sub-
mitted a warning on 2019 Mar 26 at 2200 UTC via the National Hydrographic Office website. 2, 3 

NAVAREA VIII 248. 
CENTRAL BAY OF BENGAL AND NE INDIAN OCEAN. 
CHARTS IN 31 351 352 7071(INT 71). 
1. EXPERIMENTAL FLIGHT TRIAL SCHEDULED FROM ITR ON 27 AND 30 MAR 19 
FROM 0430 TO 0830 UTC IN DANGER AREA BOUNDED BY 20-48.06N  087-02.24E, 
18-07.27N 086-25.03E, 01-46.62N 087-30.52E, 02-57.91N 093-50.49E, 
18-33.79N 088-46.21E, 20-48.95N 087-06.99E. WIDE BERTH ADVISED. 
2. CANCEL THIS MSG 300930 UTC MAR 19. 
 

The warning referenced an "experimental flight trial" out of ITR, which is the Integrated Test 
Range located on Dr. Abdul Kalam Island, located at Chandipur, India. 

A plot of the bounding area for the test (Figure 1) suggested that the target satellite would be 
ascending (passing south to north) over the Bay of Bengal at 0430-0830 UTC. 

 

Figure 1. Navigation Mission Shakti flight profile and key events. 

 Using the latest Two-Line Element (TLE) set for MICROSAT-R (epoch of 2019 Mar 27 at 
0447 UTC), it can be shown that MICROSAT-R would pass almost directly over ITR at 05:42:30 
UTC. No other spacecraft overflights occurred within the navigation warning area between 0430-
0830 UTC on 2019 Mar 27. 

A translation of the Indian prime minister's announcement revealed, "In just 3 minutes, success 
was accomplished in this operation," suggesting that the time of flight of the ASAT was approxi-
mately three minutes and that the launch would have had to occur prior to 0539 UTC. 
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US Strategic Command reported on Mar 29 that their Joint Space Component Command 
(JFSCC) was "actively tracking more than 250 pieces of debris associated with an Indian ASAT 
launch that occurred at 0539 UTC March 27," providing an independent confirmation of our initial 
analysis of the launch time, but no identification of the target. 

On Apr 5, 57 TLEs were released to the public via the Space Track web site, which were iden-
tified with International Designator 2019-006--the launch which carried MICROSAT-R to orbit--
indicating that these were debris from the MICROSAT-R launch and confirming MICROSAT-R 
was the target.  An additional 12 TLEs were released Apr 8 and 15 more were released on Apr 20, 
bringing the total to 84. 

Analysis of the MICROSAT-R debris revealed that of the initial 57 objects, 46 had apogees 
above the orbit of the ISS, with 13 having apogees above 1,000 km and the highest with an apogee 
of 2,248 km.  

Comparison of the last pre-event and first post-event TLE for MICROSAT-R showed a mini-
mum separation at 0542 UTC, further confirming the suspected event time. A subsequent plot of 
the initial debris shows a pinch point in both altitude and inclination at the same time [Figure 2 and 
Figure 3]. 

Official confirmation of our analysis was provided in a video by India's Defence Research and 
Development Organisation (DRDO) on Apr 6. 4  Follow-on examinations also corroborated our 
findings as well. 5 

  

Figure 2. Cross-plane convergence of tracked de-
bris fragments consistent with reconstructed time 
of 05:42 UTC. 

Figure 3. Altitude pinch point of 18SPCS-
tracked debris fragments also corresponds to 
05:42 UTC.  

Of the approximately 53 fragments currently tracked and publicly released by the U.S. Air 
Force, the ones with the highest apogee height (sorted in decreasing apogee altitude order) are 
shown in Figure 4 6.  This altitude spread of debris large enough to be tracked by the US Space 
Surveillance Network suggested a very energetic collision, supporting the presumed head-on en-
gagement. 

A current inertial depiction of the orbits of these 53 Mission Shakti fragments is shown in Fig-
ure 5 7.  Note the differential regression rates of the Right Ascension of the Ascending Node 
(RAAN) have caused the orbit planes to spread apart.  Objects with high apogees can be readily 
seen at the north and south poles.  
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Table 1. 18SPCS SpaceTrack orbit characteristics for 58 fragments as of 5 Apr 2019 for tracked Mis-
sion Shakti debris fragments sorted by apogee height. 

 

  

Figure 4. Orbit-normal view of 53 publicly re-
leased Mission Shakti fragments (14 Aug 2019). 

Figure 5. In-plane view of 53 publicly released 
Mission Shakti fragments (14 Aug 2019).  
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THE MANY USE CASES FOR FRAGMENTATION EVENT MODELING 

In an era where we are only tracking an estimated 4% of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) and Geosyn-
chronous Earth Orbit (GEO) space objects down to 1 cm 8, 9, 10, the large population of space objects 
must be actively managed to the best of our abilities.  Fragmentation and debris field evolution 
models can play a vital role in space research, design and operations mission phases.  There are 
many “what if” scenarios, operational use cases and forensic analyses that rely upon fragmentation 
event modeling, including: 

(1) What discrete fragments are likely to be generated as the result of a collision or explosion?   
(2) What are the estimated post-event sizes, mass, orbits, orbital lifetimes, and ballistic coeffi-

cients of the generated discrete fragments? 
(3) What is a representative post-fragmentation debris field look like as a function of time? 
(4) In three-dimensional space, where can debris fragments possibly go as a function of time? 
(5) What spacecraft will subsequently be placed at greatest risk? 
(6) Can a predicted elevated likelihood of a fragmentation cloud’s presence be incorporated 

into spacecraft operations to preemptively change spacecraft orientation or configuration 
to minimize near-term post-fragmentation collision risk? 

(7) Does an elevated likelihood of a fragmentation cloud’s presence correlate with any post-
event spacecraft anomalies? 

(8) What can we infer about the space population growth rate based upon the likelihood of 
collisions and explosions, coupled with our current and predicted space launch manifest? 

(9) What previous collisions and explosions are likely to have occurred, consistent with our 
current understanding of the space population and composition 11 ? 

(10) Based upon that inferred space population and composition, what is the current and future 
collision risk for active spacecraft vs debris, and debris vs debris? 12 

(11) Additionally, these methods show insight into the break-up dynamics, which, when cou-
pled with additional data, could reveal higher fidelity distributions in near-real time. 

(12) How is the space population predicted to evolve in the New Space era, with large constel-
lations and CubeSats and evolving Post-Mission Disposal (PMD) requirements? 

(13) What space population conditions would likely get us to a “tipping point,” where follow-
on collisions with post-fragmentation debris leads to a run-away condition 13? 

SPACE OBJECT FRAGMENTATION MODELING 

The ability to model the evolution of debris clouds naturally hinges upon our ability to either 
predict, or forensically infer, the size, shape, mass, and imparted velocity for each debris fragment 
resulting from a collision or explosion.  Where all the initial conditions of the fragmentation event 
are exquisitely well known, hydrocode models 14, 15, 16, 17 that are very detailed and computation-
ally-expensive can be run to simulate collisions and explosions to estimate the resulting post-frag-
mentation debris field.  Unfortunately, it would be a rare case when a sufficient set of inputs were 
known to properly initialize such a simulation.  

Table 2 lists our relative knowledge of the input information needed to perform detailed frag-
mentation hydrocode modeling for a spacecraft colliding with a debris fragment, even in the best-
case situation for the spacecraft where the spacecraft manufacturer and operator cooperatively pro-
vide their information to the simulation analysts.  Note the large percentage of inputs that are un-
known (or poorly known, at best), particularly regarding the exact nature of the debris fragment 
that the spacecraft is colliding with. 
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Table 2. Comparison of several fragmentation and debris field evolutionary models. 

Input Spacecraft Debris

Exact collision time ≈f(encounter) ≈f(encounter)

Relative velocity (hypervelocity LEO & <4 km/s GEO) ≈f(encounter) ≈f(encounter)

Total and component mass Well‐known Unknown

Impact geometry, angle of incidence, orientation Potentially known Unknown

Detailed CAD 3D shape, mass model Exists, but is it available? Unknown

Materials Exists, but is it available? Unknown

Specific portion(s) involved, non‐involved Typically unknown Unknown

Johnson‐Cook constitutive (strength) model params Potentially known Unknown

Structural heterogeneity Potentially known Unknown

Microstructure, porosity, inclusions and defects Potentially known Unknown

Plastic deformation, elasticity, grain/grain friction Potentially known Unknown  

While we believe it should remain our objective to perform rapid, system-level hydrocode mod-
eling at full fidelity someday, in lieu of rapid hydrocode models coupled with the overall lack of 
information and the computational expense of detailed hydrocode simulations drives our ongoing 
need for empirical models that have been developed and are typically employed specifically for 
space object fragmentation event modeling.  Empirical models such as the NASA Standard 
Breakup Model with ESA enhancements18 (Figure 6 and Figure 7 19) have been assembled based 
upon high-velocity impact testing in laboratory settings, observed collisions on orbit and the result-
ing tracked fragments, and simulation.   

 
 

Figure 6. ESA-enhanced NASA Standard 
Breakup Model PDF of Area-to-Mass ratio as a 
function of fragment characteristic length.  

Figure 7. ESA-enhanced NASA Standard 
Breakup Model PDF of imparted velocity as a 
function of Area-to-Mass ratio.  

The goal of such models is to properly reflect the actual imparted velocities of the fragmentation 
event (e.g., as characterized in Figure 8) while adhering to first principles, including conservation 
of mass, linear and angular momentum and kinetic energy.  Researchers assume varying levels of 
fidelity on imparted velocity (i.e., ranging from using a maximum relative fragmentation velocity 
value or an adopted percentile of the Δv Probability Density Function to the full PDF) and may or 
may not adhere to conservation laws.   More sophisticated models incorporate the full estimated 
PDF to generate the likelihood of a fragment’s presence. 
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Figure 8. Fragmentation Velocity Distribution. This 2017 figure shows actual 2009 fragmen-
tation-induced relative velocities derived from TLEs released after Cosmos-Iridium collision. 

DISCRETE AND CLOUD CONTINUUM DEBRIS FRAGMENT EVOLUTION MODELS 

Space debris analysts commonly employ three types of simulation tools to assess post-fragmen-
tation event debris field evolution, each designed to answer fundamentally different questions. 

1) Discrete simulation tools that create a notionally-representative depiction or scenario of 
what the individual debris fragments and relative velocities might look like20, 21. 

2) “Continuum” simulation tools which assess the overall spatial volume of where such 
fragments may go in the ideal case that the imparted fragmentation relative velocity di-
rections adhere to preconceived assumptions or distributions of fragmentation relative ve-
locities 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31. 

3) A blend of the two (discrete + continuum) 
The key difference between these two models is whether the model shows where representa-

tive fragments would go (as shown in ), or where fragments could potentially go. 

ORBIT PROPAGATION MODELS 

A variety of orbit propagation models are incorporated into both the discrete and continuum 
model implementations.  Typically, the orbit propagators are Keplerian (embedded in standard 
Lambert solution approaches), perturbed Lambert solution approaches and/or semi-analytical prop-
agators incorporating relevant perturbations (e.g. J2 through J10, drag, SRP and third-body), or full 
force numerical integration.   
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The continuum simulation approach has been approached in a variety of ways, including volu-
metric application of Lambert or perturbed Lambert solutions, Gaussian mixture models, or group-
ing of fragment orbit families.  Each of these approaches has their strengths and weaknesses.  The 
Lambert and perturbed solutions readily supply the approach vectors at spacecraft at risk to facili-
tate spacecraft reorientation to mitigate collision risk.  They also do not require trying to assemble 
a suitable Gaussian mixture family that properly represents the downstream fragmentation cloud 
occupied volume.  Conversely, the Gaussian mixture model or orbit family approaches make it 
easier to incorporate higher-order orbit perturbations.  In all of these methods, supporting the very 
near-term collision risk relative to the cloud would seem to be of greatest importance.  Long-term 
cloud evolution simulations are more typically of academic interest, providing insights into where 
fragments may eventually spread to. 

Figure 9. Post kinetic ASAT intercept discrete fragmentation. This shows the results of 
applying the DEBBIE discrete fragmentation model to the Chinese Feng Yun intercept. 

   

Figure 10. Continuum (volumetric or cloud) representations. Cloud color scheme de-
notes the likelihood of a fragment’s presence.   
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Figure 11. Aggregation of continuum (cloud) representation. This figure shows the volu-
metric” aggregation of a fragment’s likelihood during the first three hours after the Iridium 
33/Cosmos 2251 collision. 

Noncooperative fragmentation event location estimation 

A key feature of fragmentation modeling, particularly for space objects of which little is known, 
is to ascertain the exact time and conditions of collision or explosion.  Statistical analysis, cluster 
modeling and back fitting of post-event determined orbits to the epoch of the break-up, is required 
to perform this function.  Some debris evolution models include this feature; others rely on external 
tools to estimate the initial conditions of the fragmentation event. 

SPECIFIC EXAMPLES OF DEBRIS EVOLUTION MODELS 

A number of capable debris fragmentation evolution models exist across the space industry.  A 
non-exhaustive list of some of these models are provided in Table 3 merely to provide insight into 
the similarities and differentiators between these various types of tools.
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Table 3. Comparison of several fragmentation and debris field evolutionary models. 
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Debris Statistical Model (DSTAT) 

The statistical debris modeling tool DSTAT32 uses the Systems Toolkit (STK) to rapidly gener-
ate high definition ephemeris catalogs of the debris in a user-configurable numerically integrated 
full-force model. This has proven to be an effective way to provide initial characterization based 
on limited data in a form that improves as more data become available.   This stochastic model 
differs from deterministic model that are intended to model an actual breakup with explosion frag-
mentation models.  DSTAT shows where all the debris “could go” based on user-provided statisti-
cal distributions of debris pieces characteristics and enables the user to set up on orbital or sub-
orbital break up events and create high definition ephemeris catalogs of the debris.  DSTAT does 
not have an embedded breakup model per se, but rather allows the user to use its data science model 
to enter information about the statistical distribution of resultant debris from a break up.   With 
DSTAT, the user can specify fragmentation-imparted ΔV distributions (azimuth, elevation and 
magnitude), fragment mass, material density, cross-sectional area, quantity, and size.  Information 
from breakups can be notional, derived from observed data or imported as state vectors from an 
external fragmentation model. DSTAT’s primary purpose is to provide rapid generation of debris 
data for initial understanding of an event.  Further, as described in the referenced paper33, it provides 
the capability to generate successive multimodal statistical distributions of debris as track data con-
tinues to become available and can be used in a complementary fashion with other methods and 
models to provide insight, “what if” risk scenarios ,research and knowledge of fragmentation 
events.   

This tool is commercially available in AGI’s Space Event Generator (SEG) and a stand-alone 
prototype application to run STK Astrogator.  DSTAT can be configured and run using STK tech-
nology which enables models to be run with a wide variety of force models, numerical integrators, 
reentry stopping conditions, atmospheric models etc. DSTAT operates in the full visualization en-
vironment of STK, and the technology is scalable for parallel processing and cloud computing.  

The DEBris Based upon Intercepts and Explosions (DEBBIE) tool 

The discrete model DEBBIE (DEBris Based upon Intercepts and Explosions) 34, 35 provides a 
comprehensive tool set for modeling representative scenarios containing discrete fragments that 
may be generated by a collision or explosion.  Recognizing that there are many models of explosive 
and collision-induced breakup, DEBBIE strives to incorporate and faithfully implement the latest 
models (we also recognize that large uncertainties will always exist in such breakup modeling ef-
forts). 

For this work, 1Earth Research implemented four breakup models.  The first approach is based 
upon the breakup algorithm developed by Dr. Chobotov36 incorporating an early formulation of 
breakup statistics which use fragment mass as the independent variable as based on a 1985 NASA 
breakup formulation37.  The second approach is based upon the much more recent Evolve 4.0 
Breakup Model 38, 39, 40 which has ‘characteristic length’ as the independent variable.  As a third 
option, modifications to the original Evolve 4.0-based implementation suggested by ESA were also 
implemented.  The fourth model generates pseudo-fragments which span the range of ballistic co-
efficients and velocity increments that a given breakup event may have, with the velocity increment 
equally distributed across a equal angles grid.  The user can select which model of the three is 
desired at runtime.  Ref. 39 has a detailed discussion of the heritage of these models, illustrating 
the influence of various model developers and data sets in the breakup modeling process. 
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Figure 12. DEBBIE representative scenario of India ASAT intercept spatial and temporal 
evolution of debris fragments. 

  

The Debris Risk Evolution And Dispersal (DREAD) tool 

The Debris Risk Evolution And Dispersal (DREAD) tool facilitates the 3D modeling and risk 
analysis of the fragmentation cloud after a collision or explosion.  This tool uses the NASA Stand-
ard Breakup Model and other breakup models “under the hood” that are capable of estimating the 
Probability Density Function (PDF) of induced relative velocity, mass and area of fragments as a 
function of object size.  DREAD can be further enhanced by incorporation of alternate, more de-
tailed hypervelocity simulations that enforce conservation laws (conservation of mass, angular and 
linear momentum and kinetic energy).   

The DREAD tool uses a breakup fragmentation model to obtain the imparted fragmentation ve-
locity Δv PDF 28, 41, 42.  It is assumed that fragment spread velocity directions are equally likely 
about the center-of-mass velocity vectors of both colliding objects.  As a function of imparted ve-
locity change, DREAD estimates the likelihood of a fragment’s presence at a later time and place, 
spanning spacecraft 1 and 2’s involved and non-involved [28 and 41] fragment sources, via: 

 

 ℒ 𝛥𝑣 1 1 ℒ
 #

1 ℒ
 #

1

ℒ
 #

ℒ
 #

 (1) 

 

Previously, this likelihood was then normalized by the digitized volume of space that fragments 
occupy at any time of interest as shown in Equation (2).  But this approximation was flawed in that 
the volume of the collision event is very small and typically not available.  In our current work, we 
replaced this by the method originally presented in [22] as shown in Equation (3).  While other 
Jacobian formulations exist 22, 43, we selected the formulation of [44], consistent with the formula-
tion selected in [27]. 
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 ℒ Δ𝑣,  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 ℒ Δ𝑣 _ _

_
 (2) 

 ℒ Δ𝑣,  𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑐 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
ℒ

|  ̅  . . .  |
 (3) 

VERIFICATION CASES 

There are typically too many variables and unknowns to allow for a real world “validation” of 
a collision event such as the kinetic ASAT intercept of India’s Microsat-R spacecraft.  Typically, 
these thankfully rare space events leave us with a woefully undersampled condition in terms of 
actual measured results that we can compare against.  Further, it often takes quite a long time for 
the Two-Line Elements and Special Perturbations ephemerides to be published through 
SpaceTrack.org operated by the US Air Force. 

That said, we have succeeded in showing that these simulated results are well within family of 
observations.  Data obtained from the accidental Iridium/Cosmos collision and China’s FengYun 
1C intercept have been shown to match within a factor of between one and two as compared to the 
NASA Standard Breakup Model with ESA’s enhancements.  We will summarize this past compar-
ison work. 

The AGI-run models have been extensively applied to: 

 2007 Chinese anti-satellite test.  
 2008 USA 193 reentry modeling. 
 2009 Iridium 33/Cosmos 2251 collision. 
 India ASAT intercept of Microsat-R 

 
Of these use cases, the Iridium 33/Cosmos 2251 collision (10 Feb 2009 with a vrel = 11.647263 

km/s) can serve as a good verification case due to the extensive set of debris fragments released 
by that event.   

A key part of an end-to-end verification of debris fragmentation and subsequent evolution is 
the verification of the velocity changes imparted to debris fragments associated with this collision 
(as was shown in Figure 8).  As shown in Figure 13 and Figure 14, the imparted velocities are in 
general a factor of between one and two as compared to the imparted velocities predicted by the 
NASA Standard Breakup Model.  However, it must be stressed that the actual imparted velocities 
are confined to only those objects that were able to be detected and tracked by our space surveil-
lance network, and it could be that the objects that weren’t tracked exhibited higher relative ve-
locities consistent with the NASA model. 
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Figure 13. Cosmos Cumulative Velocity Distri-
bution. This figure shows the cumulative velocity 
distribution.   

Figure 14. Iridium Cumulative Velocity Distri-
bution. This figure shows the cumulative veloc-
ity distribution.  

DEBRIS EVENT VALUE-ADDED STATISTICS 

Extensive, value-added statistics can be generated from breakup models, cloud evolution and 
orbit predictions of debris fragments.   Characterizations may be performed of the variability and 
distribution of the orbit elements, physical characteristics and metadata associated with the simu-
lated fragments produced by the various models. 

Useful models are capable of being understandable and must be traceable. While visualization 
is one valuable way to view a model’s output, details of the model’s assumptions and calculations 
can provide further contextual utility – the reason to have a model in the first place. As an example, 
Figure 15 is output from a DSTAT run.  Model setting are annotated and provided to accompany 
the graphical distribution of DV, area, mass and material density.   

 

Figure 15. PDFs of debris fragment parameters generated by the DSTAT model. 
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These types of data in the model output are important since they may be used in decision process 
or as a measure of risk.  Since all models are abstractions, knowing the assumptions contributes to 
further insight.  For example, below is a screen capture from a DSTAT model run shortly after the 
Iridium Cosmos collision.  No data was available, but a model was set up with the relevant orbits 
and some very notional distributions of DV. Crucially, the image and video where labeled with the 
model’s settings.  The benefit was more than scientific, as early images and video are distributed 
rapidly with news and social media, the model was used in initial operational discussions. Since 
the model’s assumptions are displayed, an individual could look at these data and understand the 
representation. More importantly, they could also understand that the model could be further ad-
justed with more data. 

 

 

Figure 16 Early Iridium Cosmos DSTAT fragment distribution shortly after collision, 
with assumptions clearly annotated. 
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Further insights may be obtained by examining post-fragmentation orbital elements of the debris 
fragments (e.g., Figure 17, and value-added analysis of those fragments (e.g., estimated fragment 
orbit lifetime as shown in Figure 18). 

  

Figure 17. Expected apogee vs perigee ranges 
for simulated Indian ASAT intercept 
[DEBBIE simulation, enhanced NASA stand-
ard breakup model]. 

Figure 18. Expected orbit lifetime for sim-
ulated Indian ASAT intercept [DEBBIE 
simulation, enhanced NASA standard 
breakup model]. 

Note that the India ASAT intercept test was conducted at solar minimum (Figure 19), which 
leads to longer orbit lifetimes for the fragments than a “typical” 50th percentile orbit lifetime for 
equivalent conditions.  Statistical binning of the simulated debris fragments as graphically depicted 
in Figure 20 and indicates that while the majority of fragments are predicted to reenter within two 
to three months, some could have orbits lasting up to two years.  By contrast, the actual tracked 
Microsat-R fragment (SSC 44154) from the 18SPCS Resident Space Object Catalog with the high-
est apogee has an apogee of 2222 km above a spherical Earth and a corresponding estimated life-
time of one to two years.  While this orbit lifetime estimate is well within family of the simulated 
DEBBIE results, we note that much uncertainty exists in the actual tracked fragment population; 
because only a tiny fraction of resulting debris fragments ends up being tracked and this small 
population is likely not overly representative of the overall debris population, statistics derived 
from the actual population may be biased. 

  

Figure 19. India ASAT test occurred at 
solar cycle minimum, between solar cy-
cles #24 and #25, maximizing post-frag-
mentation orbital lifetime. 

 

Figure 20. Distribution (using a non-uniform 
lifetime and characteristic length grid) of antic-
ipated orbit lifetime for simulated Indian 
ASAT intercept [DEBBIE simulation, en-
hanced NASA standard breakup model]. 
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Figure 21. India ASAT engagement just af-
ter intercept, with interceptor fragments 
quickly starting to reenter. 

Figure 22. India ASAT engagement debris 
cloud evolution a quarter orbit after inter-
cept, where most interceptor fragments 
have already reentered. 

 

Figure 23. India ASAT engagement debris 
cloud evolution after three orbits. 

Figure 24. India ASAT engagement debris 
cloud evolution after one day. 

ASSESSING OTHER SPACECRAFT PLACED AT GREATEST RISK.   

Using its volumetric assessment dataset, the DREAD tool propagates active spacecraft through 
the fragmentation field’s dynamic likelihood 3D characterization to assess spacecraft placed at 
greatest risk of secondary collision.  A useful product is the “Top 25” list is shown in Table 4.  Note 
that this risk represents the integrated likelihood of a fragment’s presence without incorporating 
the cross-sectional area of the fragment and the spacecraft placed at risk; as such, the risk to very 
large spacecraft (such as the International Space Station) is actually much higher than the relative 
ranking assessed by DREAD.  Note that DREAD correctly identifies Microsat-R as the spacecraft 
placed at risk (an ironic but reassuring quality control check of the tool’s results). 

From this table, one can observe that quite a few commercial CubeSat missions were placed at 
risk from the India ASAT event.  But as these CubeSats are small, the risk of collision is lessened. 
Conversely, while the ISS (ZARYA), SSC 25544 is not shown in this table, it in fact received a 
relative ranking of #58 on the list.  Collision risk is proportional to the square of the object size, so 
given the ISS’s massive size, its actual combined collision risk may likely have been at or among 
the highest of all operational objects. 
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Table 4. “Top 25” list of other spacecraft placed at highest risk from India ASAT in first day. 

 

CONCLUSION 

We have described the two types of spacecraft fragmentation models (hydrocode vs empiri-
cal/statistical) and the two types of post-fragmentation debris evolution models (discrete and con-
tinuum, volumetric or cloud) currently in use.  As a sample case use case, we have then applied a 
number of these models to the recent India ASAT intercept to model the kinetic engagement, build 
representative scenarios of the resulting debris cloud, and further characterize the likelihood of a 
debris fragment being present anywhere in three-dimensional space as a function of time.  From 
such characterizations, additional value-added statistics has been obtained, including an assessment 
of estimated orbital lifetime, PDFs of orbital elements, rank-ordered identification of the “top 25” 
active satellites placed at highest temporal risk of secondary collision with debris fragments during 
the first day after intercept, the orbital lifetime expected for the fragment population, and the sub-
sequently-affected orbital regimes. 
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